Evolution TM Fully Adjustable Keyboard
Unsurpassed
in flexibility &
adjustability

Note: Cables not shown

Who said you can’t have your cake and eat it too?

Included Accessories

The Kinesis Evolution fully adjustable ergonomic keyboard offers a unique set
of ergonomic features not found in any other computer keyboard. Attached to a
chair, an articulating keyboard arm, or on a keyboard tray the Evolution is the
only keyboard that offers variable height with a full range of movement in all
three planes. The desktop version offers full lateral separation only.
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Features For Comfort
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Variable separation: the track mounted version of the Evolution
offers up to 17.5 inches of separation between the left and right keyboard halves. The chair and desktop versions offer virtually unlimited
separation.
Unlimited lateral tilt: the chair and trackmount keyboard modules
can be independently adjusted from zero to ninety degrees, greatly
reducing forearm tension.
Unlimited negative tilt: the track mounted version offers up to 30
degrees of negative tilt while the chair mounted version has an almost
unlimited range of tilt adjustments.
Unlimited rotation: each keyboard module can be independently
rotated to adapt to a user’s particular needs.
Adjustable height: the track mounted verson can be flush with the
desk and lowered up to six inches below the desk surface accommodating the majority of body statures.
Light, tactile keys: mechanical key switches provide a light touch
and positive feedback.

Palm pads and User’s manual

Specifications
Compatibility
] PS/2. Dual touchpad models
require available USB port
] Windows 95/98/2000, NT,
ME & XP
Dimensions
] Height: 1 inch
Width: Left = 9 1/2 inches
Right = 15 1/2 inches
] Depth: Left = 8 7/8 inches
Right = 9 inches
]
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Main cable length: 10 feet
Linking cable length: 5 feet

Warranty & Technical
Support
] Two year limited warranty
]

Technical support is free
except for normal long
distance charges

Features For Productivity
]

Programmable: on-board programming offers unlimited key remapping, plus 24 macros up to 70 characters in length. No software or
drivers required.

]

Extremely easy transition: layout is nearly identical to traditional PC
compatible keyboards.

]

Pointing device is close at hand: an integrated touchpad is offered
for either right, left or dual hand use. For the ultimate in flexibility, order
the Evolution with both a left and a right touchpad!

Copyright 2003, Kinesis Corporation. All rights reserved. Specifications
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keyboards should be used in accordance with established ergonomic guidelines. Because of the complex set of factors believed to contribute to computer-related injuries, Kinesis can make no warranty that its products alone
prevent or cure any physical ailment.

Compare the Evolution’s feature set
with any other ergonomic computer
keyboard...
The widest range of adjustability:

Available in three configurations:

Chair-MountTM
keyboard
attaches to
any chair offered
by Kinesis and
other task chair
arms with a four
inch screw
configuration.

Track-MountTM
keyboard
offered as a
bundle with a
Waterloo 22 or
17 inch arm. Or
attach the
Evolution to any
arm with a
standard four
hole pattern.

Designed for
use on your
keyboard tray
or desk.

For More Information,
Please Contact:
www.kinesis.com
800-454-6374
KINESIS CORPORATION
22121 17th Avenue S.E., Suite 112
Bothell, WA 98021-7404 USA
Phone: 425.402.8100
Fax: 425.402.8181
email: sales@kinesis-ergo.com

